WHAT IS PRECOM 4
Intelligent Mobility Solutions for your workforce

Latest generation of PreCom Mobility Solutions
PreCom is a leading mobile software solution
for enterprise companies operating large mobile
workforces. The mobility platform is optimized to
support the mission-critical mobile work procedures, vast user bases and service levels that
characterize businesses in the transport & logistics,
field services and security industries.
PreCom 4
PreCom 4, is the latest generation of PreCom. It’s an
evolution from PreCom 3 – a platform generation now
more than 10 years old. Those familiar with PreCom will
recognize a lot in PreCom 4 we still have the role based,
three layered architecture and the platform allows for both
configuration and native development of customer.

PreCom Logistics leads the way

Highly configurable workflows enabling swift
implementation of new services and support for
specific workflows.
Navigation with route optimization and ETA.
End customer notifications.
Improved support for routes with multiple deliveries
and collections at the same stop.
Full support for containerization.

PreCom Tools
With PreCom 4 we introduce an improved set of end
user facing web based tools such as:
PreCom Web Map - for real time and historical
tracking of users and resources.
PreCom Administration and Configuration administrate and configure the system from the web.

PreCom logistics is the first vertical solution to be released
on PreCom 4. It’s a product to meet the requirements
from large postal and logistics customers with extensive
standard functionality available out of the box – but based
on a development platform to enable customer specific
features and integrations to all types of back end systems.

New Platform features

What about PreCom 3?

The new platform is modernized with both new technologies
and new functionality;

Existing customer solutions on PreCom 3 will be continuously
supported. There is no end date for PreCom 3.

PreCom BI and Reporting – see system status on
real-time dashboards and get your own specific
reports direct from the system.

Updated communication, moving from Self hosted
to ASP NET Web API in IIS.

MAJOR NEWS IN PRECOM 4

Support for all http-verbs.

Logistics

New web platform based, moving from Silverlight
to Angular.

PreCom Logistics introduces a set of new functionality
suitable for logistics- and postal organizations:
Web platform to manage the entire end to end logistics
flow, create jobs and routes, dispatch and follow up on
events, deviations and proof of deliveries. This includes
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User management standardized in AD-LDS.
Technical improvements: Dependency injection using
Dagger and Tiny IOC, Dynamic forms rendered using
native controls and Improved Scale out and database
optimization.

ABOUT PRECOM

PreCom in operation in over 25 countries
Purpose designed for Transport & Logistics,
Field Service and Security
Comprehensive functionality combined with
configuration and extension capability
Proven for large and business-critical enterprise
mobility solutions
Integrate with multiple ERP or backend system
ABOUT POCKETMOBILE
PocketMobile is Europe’s leading supplier of mobility solutions for companies
with field personnel. Our target groups are companies active within postal
services & logistics, security & surveillance, and field services.
Our solution, PreCom, is a scalable mobility platform that is optimized to fit
our customer’s business procedures, but still based on a standard system.
PreCom was built for complex, business-critical procedures with high
requirements for adaptability, usability and integration with a variety of ERP
and support systems. Every day, we provide a large number of businesses
and over 100,000 users with a powerful mobile tool that simplifies work
procedures, reduces administration and boosts productivity.
Our reference customers include global companies such as Schenker, G4S,
DHL, Polygon, DSB, DSV and ElTel. Founded in 2000, PocketMobile has its
head office in Stockholm, Sweden, a development center in Sri Lanka, and
an international network of implementation partners.
Read more: www.pocketmobile.eu
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